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DreamMachine HD 2.0 for iPhone - Update Means Easier Setup for Dreams
Published on 08/19/11
Robin Reiter today released DreamMachine HD 2.0 for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad users who
want to control their dreams and get a much better night's sleep. DreamMachine enables
users to select and customize their dreams and be awakened at the perfect time, using the
built-in sleep cycle clock. The 2.0 version update means easier setup for users, as the
app no longer requires calibration. Developers have also increased the accuracy of sleep
readings when the application creates sleep profiles.
Munich, Germany - Announcing that Robin Reiter, the developer of DreamMachine HD, has
released the latest update for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad users who want to control their
dreams and get a much better night's sleep. DreamMachine enables users to select and
customize their dreams and be awakened at the perfect time, using the built-in sleep cycle
clock. The 2.0 version update means easier setup for users, as the app no longer requires
calibration. Developers have also increased the accuracy of sleep readings when the
application creates sleep profiles.
DreamMachine HD is the answer for anyone who suffers from nightmares, doesn't seem able to
dream, or for those who have sleep problems.
This app literally allows users to control their dream state. Users simply select and
optionally customize their favorite dream, set the alarm then place the device on their
bed. DreamMachine accesses a device's sensitive accelerometer to create sleep profiles and
detailed SleepGraphs. Even slight movement during the night is picked up by the program.
From the information gleaned by a user's nightly sleep patterns, DreamMachine calculates
the perfect time to initiate dream recordings, which are picked up by the subconscious.
This is the part that eliminates nightmares or stimulates the return of dreaming. Users
are able to have a full night's rest, thanks to the controlling of their dreams, along
with the sleep cycle alarm clock, which plays a user's chose of sounds to awaken them at
their time of lightest sleep.
The result is all that matters to people who are sleep-deprived and DreamMachine HD
delivers help for users to finally get a good night's sleep and wake up feeling good.
In the 2.0 version update of the application, developers have made things better and
easier. Users will no longer have to calibrate the app before running it, and readings for
sleep profiles picked up by DreamMachine HD are even more accurate than before, further
enhancing user experience.
Some of the features in DreamMachine HD include:
* Super simple to use
* Control sleep and dream states
* Choose one of 5 built-in dream presets
* Customize each dream
* Detailed information of every single night in a SleepGraph
* Built-in Sleep Cycle Alarm
* Choose between 5 sounds, a song from iPod, or record own song as alarm sound
* Wakeupenvironment - Plays birds and other animals to initialize internal wake up process
* Step-by-Step quickstart guide
* Share SleepGraph through Email or Save it to Photos
* iPhone 4 Flashlight will turn on once the alarm is triggered
* And many more...!
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DreamMachine HD is the only high-end dream control app in the App Store.
Device Requirements:
* 3GS or later iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
* 30.5 MB
Pricing and Availability
DreamMachine HD 2.0 is only $1.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the
App Store in the Healthcare and Fitness category. Promo codes are available for qualified
reviewers. Please specify the website or blog you represent when making your request.
DreamMachine HD 2.0:
http://www.dreammachine-app.com/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/dreammachine-hd/id447466419?mt=8
Media Assets:
http://s1195.photobucket.com/albums/aa389/dreammachineapp/DreamMachineHD/

Robin Reiter is an independent mobile application developer, with a background in creating
Apps for internal use in large companies. DreamMachine HD is Robin's first official,
independent product launch. Watching for more great Robin Reiter Apps coming soon!
Copyright (C) 2011 Mobile-App-Marketing-Makeover. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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